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"You can go 100 hours without drinking at an average temperature outdoors," Claude Piantadosi of Duke
University told Fox. "If it's cooler, you can go a little longer.
How many days can you survive without water? - Business
The seven dirty words are seven English-language words that American comedian George Carlin first listed
in 1972 in his monologue "Seven Words You Can Never Say on Television". The words are: shit, piss, fuck,
cunt, cocksucker, motherfucker, and tits.
Seven dirty words - Wikipedia
Mathematics. Seven, the fourth prime number, is not only a Mersenne prime (since 2 3 âˆ’ 1 = 7) but also a
double Mersenne prime since the exponent, 3, is itself a Mersenne prime.
7 - Wikipedia
The Seven Churches of Revelation: Part 2A of The Coming Tribulation series: a History of the Apocalypse;
Revelation chapters two and three: a survey of the seven churches showing how they predict the seven eras
of the church during the church's 2000 year history, including Ephesus: the era of Initiation (Rev.2:1-7),
Smyrna: the era of ...
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